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The Brilliant World Of Tom Gates
Readers who have devoured Captain Underpants, Wimpy Kid, and the works of
Raina Telgemeier will love the high-energy, hilarious antics of the Foot family
from one of the largest names in the UK. Step up to the challenge . . . win or
shoes!Meet Ruby and Bear. Their dad has just invented the most amazing thing
ever -- flying shoes! But his horrible boss Wendy Wedge knows that entering
flying shoes will guarantee the Golden Shoe Award, and she will do anything to
win the trophy.Ruby and Bear must outwit a bully, infiltrate a shady company,
and rescue their dad all while keeping the shoes hidden. This can only mean one
thing. It's . . . shoe wars!The brand new, laugh-out-loud, spectacular stand-alone
story from multi-million copy bestselling author and illustrator Liz Pichon.
Pass your level 1 music test with Tom Gates! From DogZombies to Dude3, music
is a HUGE part of the Tom Gates world. Learn how to play all your favourite
songs from the series with REAL notation for: Guitar Ukulele Piano Recorder And
with notation for drums and tips and tricks for vocals!
When the Comedy Wildlife Photography Awards announced a contest for the
funniest animal photo, they received entries from all over the world. Now authors
and original award founders Paul Joynson-Hicks and Tom Sullam showcase the
best of the best as well as some never before seen to present the most joyful
photographs of wildlife ever printed.
Here's my EXCELLENT PLAN to make DogZombies the BEST band in the
WHOLE WIDE WORLD! How hard can it be? (Very.) Right now I'm going to: 1.
Write more songs. (Not about teachers.) 2. Make a SPECTACULAR music video.
(Easy.) 3. Get some sleep. (Tricky when you're being kept awake by LOUD
NOISES.) 4. Annoy Delia. (Nothing to do with DOGZOMBIES but always FUN.)
Tom's mum is madly gathering stuff from around the house to sell off at a boot
sale. Tom's worried she might get rid of some of his prized things, but then again
he might make a little money selling his stuff to buy a scooter! Meanwhile,
Business Day is coming up at school. Tom comes up with a brilliant idea for an
item his team can sell for Business Day. But because he was busy doodling, Tom
accidentally gets himself switched to another group. And Tom's sister Delia
continues to be grumpy, but now she has a key to her bedroom. What is she
keeping locked behind that door?
The first six Tom Gates books -- now in one brilliant, excellent, amazing, genuis,
fantastic and extra special bundle!
Exciting News! Mr Fullerman announces that class 5F are going on an 'Activity
Break'! Which should be fun. As long as I don't get stuck in a group with anyone
who snores or worse still with . . . . . . Marcus Meldrew.
The brand new bestseller from multi-million copy selling author and illustrator Liz
Pichon. A laugh-out-loud, fully illustrated collection of stories starring Tom Gates
and his friends, family and foes!
No school for two whole weeks! Now Tom has plenty of time for the good stuff, like
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finding new ways (so many!) to annoy his big sister, Delia. Or watching TV and eating
caramel candy. Or most important, band practice for DOGZOMBIES in his best friend
Angrboda's story begins where most witch's tales end: with a burning. A punishment
from Odin for refusing to give him knowledge of the future, the fire leaves Angrboda
injured and powerless, and she flees into a remote forest. There she is found by a man
Loki, and her initial distrust grows into a deep and abiding love. Their union produces
three unusual children, each with a secret destiny, who she is keen to raise at the
hidden from Odin's all-seeing eye. But as Angrboda slowly recovers her prophetic
powers, she learns that her blissful life - and possibly all of existence - is in danger.
Zelie Adebola remembers when the soil of Or sha hummed with magic. Burners ignited
flames, Tiders beckoned waves, and Zelie s Reaper mother summoned forth souls. But
everything changed the night magic disappeared. Under the orders of a ruthless king,
maji were killed, leaving Zelie without a mother and her people without hope.
Tom Gates has super good skills! Tom, Delia and the whole Gates family are going on
holiday. How will Tom manage to keep himself busy on the most boring campsite ever?
By doodling, of course! An exciting new story -- this time with doodle your own
elements!
Don't get bored - get busy! The must-have activity book for fans of Tom Gates: packed
with drawing guides, fun games, brilliant puzzles and perfect pranks to play on older
sisters - there's hours of fun ahead! Previously published in hardback in 2014 as The
Brilliant World of Tom Gates Annual: now with added brand new pages from Liz.
From the winner of the Roald Dahl Funny Prize, the Red House Children's Book Award,
the Waterstones Children's Book Prize and the Blue Peter Best Story Book Award 2013
comes the third, highly illustrated, ebook in the Tom Gates series.
The next brilliant instalment of the fully-illustrated Tom Gates series will have readers
cracking up!
The Complete Big Nate collects every daily and Sunday cartoon ever syndicated.
Presented in a numbered series of e-books, each containing one year's worth of strips,
this is a goldmine for all Big Nate fans to see many cartoons that have never been
published in books. Aspiring cartoonist Nate Wright is the star of Big Nate. As a popular
middle-grade book character, Nate is 11 years old, four-and-a-half feet tall, and the alltime record holder for detentions in school history. He's a self-described genius and
sixth grade Renaissance Man. Nate, who lives with his dad and older sister, has a habit
of annoying his family, friends, and teachers with his sarcasm.
Twelve-year-old Tad is a blogger with a plan, in the book Jon Stewart calls "hilarious to anyone
who ever went through, is currently in, might go to, or flunked out of middle school." Tad has
an agenda: Survive seventh grade. He also wants to: grow a mustache, get girls to notice him,
and do a kickflip on his skateboard. But those are not the main reasons he started a blog. Tad
just has a lot of important thoughts he wants to share with the world, like: Here is the first thing
I have learned about having a dog in your house: Don't feed them nachos. Not ever. This
highly illustrated and hilarious book is by the Emmy® Award-winning former head writer of The
Daily Show with Jon Stewart, and is based on a column in MAD Magazine. Through a series of
daily entries, readers are treated to a year in Tad's blog that will leave them in stitches. MAD
Magazine and all related characters and elements are trademarks of and © E.C. Publications.
(s14)
A brilliant box set of the first five fantastic 'Tom Gates' books. Each book takes the form of
Tom's battered homework diary and is crammed with his stories and scribbles.
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From renowned Newbery-winning author Jerry Spinelli comes a powerful story about how not
fitting in just might lead to an incredible life. This classic book is perfect for fans of Gordon
Korman and Carl Hiaasen. Just like other kids, Zinkoff rides his bike, hopes for snow days, and
wants to be like his dad when he grows up. But Zinkoff also raises his hand with all the wrong
answers, trips over his own feet, and falls down with laughter over a word like "Jabip." Other
kids have their own word to describe him, but Zinkoff is too busy to hear it. He doesn't know
he's not like everyone else. And one winter night, Zinkoff's differences show that any name can
someday become "hero." With some of his finest writing to date and great wit and humor, Jerry
Spinelli creates a story about a boy's individuality surpassing the need to fit in and the genuine
importance of failure. As readers follow Zinkoff from first through sixth grade, it becomes
impossible not to identify with and root for him through failures and triumphs. The perfect
classroom read.
Warning: Do not attempt to read this in public. You will snigger loudly. When my teacher, Mr
Fullerman, doesn't have his BEADY EYES on me, I like to draw pictures and write stories
about stuff, like when we had the worst holiday ever (camping sucks), and when my parents
came to school for parents' evening (groan). And about how Marcus Meldrew is the most
annoying boy in the world and how I don't want to sit next to him in class. All I want to do is get
tickets to see the best band ever, DUDE3, when they come to town. It's not easy when I'm up
against Delia, my weirdo big sister, and all my plans seem to get me into MAJOR TROUBLE...
again.
Bella's Dad helps her get ready for a birthday party.
The Brilliant World of Tom GatesCandlewick Press
It's the middle of the night when Jeff spots someone dumping a large bundle into the lake. It's
too dark to identify anyone -- or anything. But the cousins immediately suspect foul play, and
plunge right into the mystery. Before they know it, the kids of Cabin Creek are in too deep.
Everyone is a suspect -- and the cousins are all in danger.
This fantastic boxed set of super-silly stories is filled with Tom's jokes, scribbles and doodles.
One brilliant collection of the funniest books in the world. This box contains the first twelve
books from Tom's life story: The Brilliant World of Tom Gates Excellent Excuses (and other
Good Stuff) Everything's Amazing (Sort Of) Genius Ideas (Mostly) Absolutely Fantastic (At
Some Things) Extra Special Treats (Not) A Tiny Bit Lucky Yes! No. (Maybe...) Top of the Class
(Nearly) Super Good Skills (Almost...) Dog Zombies Rule (For Now) Family, Friends and Furry
Creatures.
Many of us assume that our creative process is beyond our ability to influence, and pay
attention to it only when it isn't working properly. For the most part, we go about our daily tasks
and everything just "works." Until it doesn't. Adding to this lack of understanding is the rapidly
accelerating pace of work. Each day we are face escalating expectations and a continual
squeeze to do more with less. We are asked to produce an ever-increasing amount of
brilliance in an ever-shrinking amount of time. There is an unspoken (or spoken!) expectation
that we'll be accessible 24/7, and as a result we frequently feel like we're "always on." Now
business creativity expert Todd Henry explains how to unleash your creative potential.
Whether you're a creative by trade or an "accidental creative," this book will help you quickly
and effectively integrate new ideas into your daily life.
THE BRILLIANT WORLD OF TOM GATES ANNUAL is a must-have for all Tom Gates fans.
Packed with drawing guides, fun games, brilliant puzzles and perfect pranks to play on older
sisters - this is the annual everyone will want!
The seventeenth laugh-out-loud, fully illustrated Tom Gates adventure! Tom's doing everything
possible to stay out of trouble but somehow he's got THREE sad faces on the school
achievement chart! And getting another sad face means Mr Fullerman won't let him go on the
SCHOOL TRIP! Moany Marcus Meldrew is making things worse and now Tom's annoyed his
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grumpy sister Delia. Can his best friend Derek help? Will Rooster the dog stop eating his
homework?
The highs and lows of Tom's life are funnier than ever in this fourth wicked diary in the Roald
Dahl Funny Prize-winning series! Seeing Delia without her sunglasses on is a big shock for
Tom, but that's nothing compared to the surprise that Dad has in store with his new-found
fitness regime! He says he's going to compete at the school Sports Day . . . can you even
imagine the horrendous shame that will bring? Meanwhile, Tom, Derek, and Norman are
preparing for the school talent show. Tom is desperate to become a rock star . . . but will his
band Dog Zombies actually get a chance to play, or will Tom's plans be thwarted by the Measly
Marcus Meldrew? This fourth book in the award-winning Tom Gates series is packed with
cheeky antics and hilarious doodles. Plus: a doodle-filled glossary will help Canadian kids
make sense of British terms (what IS a caramel wafer, anyway?).
Warning: Do not attempt to read this in public. You will snigger loudly. When my teacher Mr
Fullerman doesn't have his BEADY EYES on me, I like to draw pictures and write stories about
stuff, like when we had the worst holiday ever (camping sucks) and when my parents came to
school for parents' evening (groan). And about how Marcus Meldrew is the most annoying boy
in the world and how I don't want to sit next to him in class. All I want to do is get tickets to see
the best band everDUDE3when they come to town. It's not easy when I'm up against Delia, my
weirdo big sister, and all my plans seem to get me into MAJOR TROUBLE... again.
Little Croc loves his big brother, Boris. But lately Boris has been acting strangely. All he wants
to do is eat and sleep and spend time with friends his own age - and he is SO grumpy. E-book
edition of a brilliantly funny and reassuring tale about dealing with teenage siblings, written
especially for little ones.
It’s a British invasion! Fans of the Wimpy Kid will love the energetic doodles and entertaining
escapades of Tom Gates, now in a spectacular boxed set. Middle-school comedian, homework
dodger, rock-star wannabe, master doodler. There’s only one kid who fits this description:
Tom Gates, the sensation from across the pond and star of these hilarious adventures. Now
collected in one brilliant boxed set with a bonus locker-size poster that American homework
avoiders can color themselves, Tom’s antics are more enjoyable than ever. It will take more
than grumpy older sisters, killer toothaches, and math lessons to stop Tom—not to mention his
band, DogZombies—from becoming a hit. Includes books 1 through 3, in paperback: The
Brilliant World of Tom Gates Tom Gates: Excellent Excuses (and Other Good Stuff) Tom
Gates: Everything’s Amazing (Sort Of) Bonus! The Great Locker Doodle of Tom Gates poster
Tom Gates is back ... and at the top of his class (nearly) From Tom: TIPS FOR BEING TOP
OF THE CLASS (Sadly...I did NONE of these things.) 1. Stay awake in lessons (it helps.) 2.
Don't draw HILARIOUS pictures of your teachers. 3. AVOID the class bully to stay out of
trouble. 4. Don't let Mum and Dad write ANYTHING in your school planner. 5. Don't let your
grumpy sister Delia BOSS you around. (Technically not a school issue - but still important.) I'm
TRYING to get voted onto the school council as well - but thanks to the ABOVE list it's not
exactly going to plan. This ninth story in the award-winning Tom Gates series is packed with
cheeky antics and hilarious doodles! Plus: a doodle-filled glossary that will help Canadian kids
make sense of British terms (what IS a caramel wafer, anyway?).

The top-selling U.K. series for middle-grade readers now crosses the pond! Meet
Tom Gates. When his teachers don’t have their beady eyes on him, he likes to
draw pictures and write about stuff, like last summer’s worst camping vacation
ever (five merits!), or how much he hates sitting next to nosy Marcus Meldrew,
the most annoying boy at school. All Tom really wants is to score tickets to see
the best band ever, Dude3, when they come to town, and to impress Amy Porter,
who is very nice and smart (but is currently ignoring him). Tom’s teachers think
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he is easily distracted and “lacks focus,” but that’s a bit harsh — can he help it if
his grumpy big sister, Delia, made him late for school (again), or that last night’s
homework had to be sacrificed to stave off a vicious dog attack? Master of
excuses, creative storyteller, and middle-school comedian extraordinaire, Tom
Gates is guaranteed to get kids turning the pages — and keep them laughing.
Tom Gates is the master of excuses for late homework: dog attacks - spilt water lightning... Tom's exercise book is full of his doodles and thoughts, as well as
comments from his long-suffering teacher, Mr Fullerman.
The murder of a world-famous physicist raises fears that the Illuminati are
operating again after centuries of silence, and religion professor Robert Langdon
is called in to assist with the case.
In a futuristic military adventure a recruit goes through the roughest boot camp in
the universe and into battle with the Terran Mobile Infantry in what historians
would come to call the First Interstellar War
Although Tom is excited about getting a snow day off from school, his Uncle
Kevin decides to to use the day to get a family portrait done.
When Mum and Dad forget it's half term, what's Tom going to do to keep busy
over the break! A weeks' worth of drawing, doodling, games, stories and activities
in this fantastic new illustrated offering from bestselling author of the Tom Gates
series, Liz Pichon!
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